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Xmate Forays into Home Entertainment Category  

Introduces a pair of Portable LED HD Projector - Luna & Luna 2.0  

 
India, February 24, 2020: Xmate, the Digital and Consumer electronics brand, forays into the Home 

Entertainment Category with portable HD Projectors. With the multitude of media consumption and 

lifestyle changes, projectors have now become a product of day-to-day entertainment. Portable 

projectors are now exploring the realm beyond business presentations, including gaming, 3D and 

mobile device integration. Available in two variants, Luna and Luna 2.0, Xmate projectors offer smart 

features and functions that allow an extraordinary viewing experience on walls, ceilings and on any 

surface, be it for a corporate presentation, a movie or any other multimedia content.   

 

Luna projectors combine smart features with elegant aesthetics making it a must-have Home 

Entertainment device for anyone.   

Xmate Luna 2.0 

 
Eliminating the boundaries of small screens, Luna 

2.0 can turn your living room into a home theatre. 

Thanks to its Miracast function, which allows you to 

effortlessly broadcast any content from your phone 

to a big screen within minutes. With 2400 lumens 

of balanced colour and white brightness, you’ll get 

great resolution, sharp colours, and perfect video 

play anywhere you go. This portable, lightweight 

LED display projector supports High Definition 

imagery with screen size ranging from 38” to 156”, 

a 2000:1 image contrast ratio and up to 50000 

hours of lens life. With 1920x1080p adaptive and 

800x480px resolution of Luna 2.0 you can easily 

stream multimedia content from a TV stick or video 

game console with the help of HDMI input. The plug 

and play functions such as AV in/out, TF cards, USB, 

HDMI port and VGA port helps you effortlessly 

connect the device, anywhere, anytime. 

Additionally, this mini projector is small enough to 

pack into your computer bag (weighs only 1.02 

What’s to love about Xmate Luna 2. 0 

 
 Advanced Features: Miracast Technology 

(Supports both iOS & Android Phones), Direct 
USB Play, HD projection, BIS Certified. 

 Display Technology: LCD Display 

 Display Resolution Maximum: 1920x1080p 

 Native Resolution: 1920x1080p (Native 
800x480P Resolution) 

 Usage: More than 50000 Hours 

 Projection Distance: 1M ~ 5M 

 Screen Size: 38”~156” 

 Image Aspect Ratio: 1.4: 1 

 Image Contrast Ratio: 2000:1 

 Supported Image Type: JPG, BMP, PNG, etc 

 Supported Audio Format: AC3, MP3, AAC, etc 

 1 year Warranty 
 
(Miracast Feature not available in basic model) 



 
 
kilograms) so you can truly take your favourite movies and media anywhere you go. The powerful 

built-in speakers of Luna 2.0 make it an all-in-one party machine. Now, you can enchant your guests 

with the larger-than-life visuals, which Xmate Luna 2.0 has to offer.   

 
Xmate Luna 
 
With similar aesthetic and design, the basic model Luna comes with all the above smart features and 

functions except the Miracast feature and is priced at Rs. 5499/- only.  

 

The advanced model Luna 2.0 with Miracast function is available at Rs. 6599/- only. Both the variants 

are available on Amazon India in a premium black colour body with 1-year warranty. 

 

https://www.amazon.in/Xmate-Luna-Projector-Resolution-Lightweight/dp/B081QJVSXN 

https://www.amazon.in/Xmate-Luna-2-0-Projector-Resolution/dp/B081QJ35YD/ 

 

Continuing to show innovation, Xmate has launched over 60 products in multiple categories ranging 

from Action & Simulated Cameras, Computer & Gaming peripherals, Mobile Audio accessories and 

others which rank amongst the Best Sellers on Amazon.in. Xmate products focus on style, design, 

functionality and quality, as the brand continues to grow its loyal customer base in India. 

 

Elated on the launch, Mr. Harish Naidu, Director, Xmate said: “With creatively designed form factor 

and high-end features the Luna series of portable HD Led projectors are set to capture the Home 

Entertainment category. The budget-friendly device offers an extraordinary cinematic experience to 

the consumers at the comfort of their homes. These projectors can be connected wirelessly as home 

theatre, for gaming or streaming any multimedia content. The full-HD resolution feature makes it apt 

for professional use, such as office spaces or educational set-ups. We are delighted about this new 

addition to the Xmate range of products and plan to add many more exciting products to the catalogue 

soon.” 

 

A brand that defines design and quality, Xmate empowers its customers by offering an experience of 

using & enjoying technology-enabled products in various spheres of life like work, travel, 

entertainment & day-to-day chores. 

 

For any further media queries, please contact Perfect Relations 
Vishal Thapa @ 9701834446/  vthapa@perfectrelations.com 
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